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Nomenclature 
A -- solenoid cross section, m2 
B - magnetic field strength, Gauss 
c - KC) concentration at either measuring point in the bed, moles/I 
c
1 
- KC) concentration at the i1h discrete sampling time interval, moles/I 
D dispersion coefficient, cm2 /s 
~t discrete sampling time interval, s 
L solenoid inductance, II 
L distance between measuring points, cm 
µ 0 - m
agnetic constant, H/m 
N total number of magnet coils 
n - number of magnet coils per unit length 
uL Pe = D = vessel dispersion number, dimensionless 
R = magnet resistance, ohms 
u2 variance of tracer pulse, s2 
u~ variance of tracer pulse at upstream measuring point, s
2 
2 ~ 
u 
2 
variance of tracer pulse at downstream measuring point, s" 
t = time, s 
t. time at ith discrete sampling time interval, s 
I 
e mean time of pulse passage at any point in the bed, s 
8
1 
mean time of pulse passage at upstream measuring point, s 
8
2 
mean time of pulse passage at downstream measuring point, s 
r = solenoid time constant, s 
u = superficial liquid velocity, cm/s 
IV 
u = mm1mum fluidization velocity, cm/s 
min 
up = particle velocity m the bed, cm/s 
Ur transition velocity between liquid and gas phase operation, cm/s 
R uT - transition velocity with particle recirculation, cm/s 
V = DC voltage to magnets, volt 
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ABSTRACT 
Results from an experimental operability a
nd optimization .study of a 
magnetically stabilized fluidized bed (MSFH) are presen
ted in this report. This 
study focused on the axial dispersion in a
n MSFB and the development of 
methods for its reduction. 
Bellows discovered that pulsing the stabilizi
ng magnetir field off reduced 
axial dispersion in the bed significantly. /1) The uniform int<>r
mittrnt rnagnetir 
field (IMF) pulsing described by Bellows was studied as wel
l as several ryclir 
pulse waves whirh were propagated through t
he bed. 
Operating between field. strengths of 10 and 
80 Gauss and fluidizing flow 
rates of 0.054 and 0.18 cm/s it was discover
ed that for constant field operation 
the lowest dispersion, D = 0.0245 cm
2/s, was obtained at 20 Gauss and u min 
The minimum dispersion obtained using a un
iform IMF was D = 0.0136 cm
2 /s 
at 40 Gauss and u . , representing a for
ty-five percent reduction in axial 
m,n 
dispersion from ·that obtained with optimu
m constant field operation. An 
identical <lisp· ersion reduction was obtained at
 40 Gauss and u . using a cyclic m,n 
pulse wave. At high fluidizing velocity the
 cyclic pulse wave IMF operation 
obtained D = 0.0258 cm
2 /s, representing a twenty-three percent imp
rovement 
over uniform IMF operation and a seventy-two 
percent dispersion reduction from 
constant field operation. 
) 
) 
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1.1 Bsckground 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
A liquid adsorption separation 1s tradi
tionally pcrformrd by passing a 
mobile liquid phase over a stationary 
solid phase. After bed brrakthrough 
occurs, flow 1s switched to a s(•rond adsorptio
n column while th(• first is 
regenerated. Disadvantages of this app
roach arr that it is discontinuous and 
that it generally is only economical for r
emoval of tracr impuritirs. 
A magnetically stabilized fluidized bed. 
(MSFH) may b(• us(•d to effect a 
cont.inuous adsorptive separation of e
ven equimolar mixtures. Th(• only 
separation criterion is that' the solid phas
e must preferentially adsorb onr of the 
components in the liquid mixture. Thi
s preferential adsorption is the driving 
force for the separation, as vapor pressu
re is the driving force for a distillation 
separation. Mixtures which are difficu
lt or impossible to separate by either 
extraction or distillation may be separate
d Ill an MSFB if a suitable adsorbent 
1s available. 
Continuous operation is possible because 
solid-liquid flow is countercurrent 
and the bed is self-regenerating. The s
olid particles flow in uni/ orm plug flow 
down from the top of the column. T
he applied magnetic field stabilizes the 
iron based particles, creating an effect sim
ilar to a moving fixed bed. 
The industrial MSFB has a stripping sec
tion and an enriching section with 
a central feed point {see Figure ·J-1). Fresh parti
cles are fed to the top of the 
column and fresh solvent is fed to the b
ase of the column. The mixture to be 
separated is fed to the center of the co
lumn and flows upward. In the upper 
11 
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Figure 1-1: Schematic diagram
 of an industrial scale MSFB 
12 
or enriching section of the column, compoun
d A adsorbs onto the particles, P, 
while compound B does not. Most or all of 
the A is adsorbed, leaving S and B. 
to exit the top of the colum·n. Particle rege
neration takes place in the lower or 
stripping section of .the column. As the pa
rticles rntrr thr stripping section, A 
desorbs into the fluidizing S stream until th
e particle surfaces are at or near 
equilibrium with the entering pure S. 
The solvent, rich in A, is removed from the
 column just below thr feed 
point. Make-up solvent is added at the cen
tral f.eed point with thr A and B 
mixture. The regenerated particles are retu
rned to the top of tlfP column by 
entraining them in a stream of pure S. Sol
vent may be distilled from the two 
product streams to obtairi A and B. 
1. 2 Apparatus 
The Lehigh University pilot MSFB is a four 
inch inside diameter plexiglass 
column standing seven feet tall (see Figure 1-2). 
This column is a 
representative section of either the stripping
 or enriching section of the column 
shown in Figure 1-1. It 1s used to study 
the ·dispersion which occurs in an 
industrial scale MSFB. The colum
n 1s surrounded by nme copper 
electromagnets having approximately two h
undred coils each. These magnets 
produce a continuous field coaxial with the c
olumn. The magnets are ddven by 
DC power sources which are enabled· by a 
µMAC-5000 microprocessor on-line 
with a Zenith PC. The DC power sources are capa
ble of producing a magnetic 
field between 90 and 100 Gauss. The power
 to each magnet must be adjusted 
manually, but individual magnet on/off control is accompl
ished with appropriate 
µMAC programming. In this manner, uniform a
nd non-uniform IMF operation 
is made possible. 
13 
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Figure 1·2: Diagram of the Lehigh University pilot MSFB. 
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Fluidizing water is pumped into the colu
mn base under a porous steel 
distributor plate (see Figure 1-3). Feed points are 
located to maximize tracer 
injection mixing in the distributor chamber; angular and
 radial dispersion in the 
bed are negligible. 
EXTERNAL 
RISER TUBE 
ENTRANCE 
FLUIDIZING 
FEED POINT 
s 
KCl TRACER 
INJECTION POINT 
s 
FLUIDIZING SOLVENT 
FEED POINT 
Figure 1-3: Overhead view of distributo
r chamber for external riser 
operation 
Particles exit the base of the bed thro
ugh a tube m the center of the 
distributor plate and pass through the dis
tributor chamber and out the base of 
the column. Water is fed into the riser tu
be at two different points (see Figure 
1-2). The water in the riser tube travels to the 
top of the column with the 
particles entrained in the stream. The par
ticles then settle on top of the bed. 
The particles used in the bed are compos
ed of clay and iron and have a 
diameter of approximately 200 microns. 
The particles are inert but are useful 
15 
• 
• 
• 
for studying flow phenomena . 
The volumetric recirculation rate in the riser tube is monitored using an 
ultrasonic Doppler flow meter (Dyna.sonics, Inc. model UFT600S). Tht volume 
fraction of solids in the riser tube is monitored using an optic Kensor which 
detects the reduction in intensity of a light source across the riser 11trPam 
( Wedgewood Technology, Inc. Model 110 Solids Conrf'ntration Monitor with an 
AF 1 Keries in line Kcnsor). 
Tracer roncentration 111 the bed 1s monitored us111g elcctrir conductivity 
probeK connected to resistivity monitors (Myron L Company, 1wrieK 750). 
Hcfer to the appendix for distributor plate and particle spcrifirationli. 
1.3 Mensurement Technique nnd Theory 
Axial dispersion in the bed is obtained from the dimensionless Peclet 
I 
number, Pt.=D . The Peclet number is determined experimentally using a one-uL I 
shot tracer input [3]. A slug of aqueous KCI is injected under the MSFB 
distributor plate. 
Concentration in the bed is determined indirectly using 
electrical conductivity probes. A concentration-time curve is recorded at two 
point• in the bed. The P eclet number is obtained from the variance, •', and 
mean time, 8, of the KCI pulse recorded at each measuring point. 
[3] [4] [9] [15] Refer to T. Chou's masters thesis (Lehigh University, 1987) for 
a complete description of the measurement theory. The data analysi11 program 
is listed in the appendix. 
f tc dt n E t;c;At 
i=l ( 1.1) 
0 :::. ,:::s fl f C dt Ec,At 
i=l 
16 
j(t 
n 
2 [ (t,- ei2c - 0) C dt ~t 
2 i=l 
q = ~ 
IC dt 
n 
[ci~t 
( 1.2) 
•=I 
2 (0 2 - e/ uL 
Pc ;::. = 
2 2 D 
{U) 
q2 - q I 
The variance of a tracer response curve is related on
ly to the shape of thr 
curvr and not to its sizr. Some run graphs are
 presented in the following 
pages to give the reader a fee/ for variance and its relation 
to the Peclet 
number (see Figures 1-4 - 1-8). 
1.4 Operation 
Mixing is a highly undesirable phenomena m a
n MSFB, causing an 
increase in the height equivalent of a theoretical
 plate required for a given 
adsorption separation. By reducing bed m1xmg, 
primarily caused by axial 
dispersion, the required column size is reduced. 
Capital investment and 
operating expenses are reduced accordingly. Bellows
 states that axial dispersion 
act~unts for ninety-five (95) percent of the required column heig
ht. [l J 
The particles in an MSFB are composed of a magn
etizeable material such 
as iron, an inert, and an adsorbent. The bed is s
urrounded by electromagnets 
which create a uniform magnetic field having line
s coaxial with the column. 
The particles m the bed tend to fall along these 
field lines since they must 
perform work to cross them. The particles are st
abilized by the field. There 
is, however, no net force exerted on the bed by the
 magnetic field 112]. In this 
manner the bed is distinguished from an ordinar
y fluidized bed, which has 
random particle motion. In the MSFB, the particles
 move countercurrent to the 
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fluidizing medium. The particles and nuidizing liquid a
re m plug flow. 
Mixing in the bed is caused by several phenomena. Flow 
instabilities near 
the distributor plate can create eddies. The other 
causes of m·ixing occur 
throughout the bed and relate to non-ideal plug flow. 
Over-stabilization of the bed occurs when too much
 magnetic field is 
applied. The particles tend to align themselves, their
 mutual north-sout_h pole 
attraction overcoming the viscous forces which ac
t to keep them apart. 
Alignment .of the particles results in the format.ion o
f channels through which 
liquid may flow with less resistance than in the more 
uniform parts of the bed. 
When a channel is enlarged by significant liquid flow, 
a jet of fluid is able to 
bypass the solid particles. Bellows refers to this pheno
rnena as rat holing. [ 11 
Under-stabilization of the bed occurs in the absence of
 sufficient magi:ietic 
field. A different type of instability manifests itself 
in this situation. Entire 
sections of the bed will shift in a large rolling eddy
. Bellows appropriately 
terms this phenomena a roll cell (see Figure 1-9). 
There is an operating range for which the MSFB 
will be uniformly 
fluidized. Figure 1-10 is a phase diagram for the Lehig
h University MSFB. In 
this diagram the bed is considered by Rosensweig to 
be analogous to a solid 
when it is unfluidized and to a gas when it is turbule
nt, i.e. unstably fluidized 
110] [ll] [12]. The operating range for which the bed is stable ·in 
countercurrent flow lies between the gas and solid ph
ases and is termed the 
liquid phase. We are concerned only with operation in the
 liquid phase. 
When the bed is operated in the liquid phase, formation o
f roll cells is not 
a problem. However, channelling may occur at higher 
field strengths.-
The presence of channelling in the bed is not a 
readily observable 
23 
Figure 1-9: Illustration of a roll cell. Higher liquid fl
ow rate through 
the center of the bed causes entrainment resulting in
 
localized circular particle motion. The arrows indica
te 
particle motion. 
phenomena. A curve obtained from a tracer slug in
jected below the distributor 
plate will be very ragged if channeJling is occurring and
 very smooth if it is 
not. Generally some degree of channelling exists. 
Compare Figures 1-11 and 
1-12. Figure 1-11 indicates channelling while Figure 
1-12 does not. 
Roll cel1s may be detected visually. They tend t
o occur in the region 
immediately above the distributor plate. If the solids flo
w observed above the 
distributor plate is faster than that in the rest of th
e bed, a roJJ celJ instability 
24 
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Figure 1-11: Time-Concentration curve for a single-shot tracer injection 
experiment. The ragged spikes in each peak indicate the 
presence of channelling (bypassing). 
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is probably present. A roll cell above tfie 'distribu
tor plate is further evidenced 
by the presence of several smaller pea.ks following 
the ma.in peak in the tracer 
response curve. These pea.ks must be seen at the up
stream probe as they tend 
to coalesce by the time they reach the downstream
 probe. Roll cell formation 
is evidenced· in Figure 1-13. 
The degree of uniformity of solids flow in an MSFB
 is primarily related to 
two factors: the viscous drag forces which tend to
 destabilizr the bed, musing 
roll cells, and the magnetic dipole interactions whi
ch. in addition to Htabilizing 
the bed, tend to lead to particle chain formation a
nd channelling. The balance 
between these forces determines the optimum operat
ing conditions. 
It has been observed that briefly pulsing the field off will allow 
the viscous 
forces to erase chain formations. If the off-pulse is 
brief e11ough 1 the chains can 
be redist.ributed without any significant destabilizati
on of the bed. This pulsed 
field is referred to as an intermittent magnetic fie
ld (IMF). An IMF may be 
uniform, with a.II .magnets pulsed simultaneously, o
r non-uniform, with magnets 
pulsed separately or in groups and at varying interv
als. A typical uniform IMF 
is on for 50 seconds and off for 0.2 seconds. The use of IMF pulsi
ng broadens 
the column opera.ting range and reduces axial disper
sion dramatically. 
The rate of particle recirculation is related prim
arily to the riser tube 
leakage rate; leakage is said to occur when some o
f the fluidizing solvent flows 
into the riser tube instead of flowing through the 
bed. The .riser tube leakage 
and feed rates were maintained constant during the
 bulk of my experimentation 
to facilitate comparison of experimental results. 
Leakage is strongly affected by flow mechanics m 
the riser tube entrance 
section. Tube walls must be continuous and run s
lightly downhill or leakage 
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Table 1-1: Bed leakage vs. field strength and fluidizing flow rate 
Fluidizing Field Strength 
Feed (cm3 /s) (Gauss) Leakage (cm
3 /sl 
6.3 40 
4.1 
8.4 40 
4.5 
6.3 80 
2.2 
8.4 80 
3.5 
10.5 80 
4.2 
12.6 80 
3.8 
will not occur (sec Figure 1-2). An important ronsequence 1s that each time 
the column is assembled, leakage will be slightly diffrrent. I feel that an 
adjustable or a one-piece riser entrance section would allow control of tht· 
leakage rate. All optimum operating parameter runs have been repeated at 
constant leakage for experimental control. 
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1.6 Research Objectives 
Look for qualitative and quantitative trends relati
ng to operating 
parameters. 
l. Study column flow 
a. Obtain phMe diagram 
b. Study relation between feed rateH 1111d flow r11Lt·H.
 
t. Continuou11 magnetic field operation 
11. Vary flow ratP 
b. Vary field strength 
:L Magnetic field pulsing 
a. Uniform IMF 
J. vary flow rate 
ii. vary field strength 
b. Non-uniform IMF: Attempt v11.rious cycles to d
isrupt chain 
formation w hilc maintaining bed !ltabilization. Th
is h11.H been 
my main area of intere11t. 
i. vary flow rate 
ii. vary field strength 
iii. vary IMF timing 
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Chapter 2 
Constant Field Operation 
2 .1 Comparison of Internal nnd External Ris
er Operation 
The Lehigh University MSFB is described in .sect
ion J .4. Figure 1-2 showi; 
that the riser tube is external, i. e. outside of th
e column. An alternate design 
utilizes an internal riser to recirrulatP the partic
les (!we FigurP 2-1 ). Refn to 
T. Chou's masters thesis for a complete descri
ption of tht• Lehigh University 
MSFU internal riser configuration. Each design
 has been studied thoro.ughly 
and the observations arc described below. 
2.1.1 Internal riser 
With the internal riser design, there is only one
 riser feed stream. This 
feed stream enters the riser in a bell-shaped sectio
n. In theory, particles will be 
smoothly entrained and carried up the riser. 
In practice however, riser feed 
zone turbulence and particle trajectories near the riser en
trance result in 
significant roll cell formation and eddy mixing (see Figure 2-
2). 
A more serious problem than riser feed zorie flow
 disturbances exists with 
internal riser operation. The mouth of the i
nternal riser tube faces and is 
colinear with the fluidizing solvent stream flow. 
The fluidizing solvent will ·tend 
to follow the path of least resistance - up the n
ser. Consequently it is diflicult 
to achiev~ and control velocities at or above u 
. in the bed. The . necessary 
min 
increased bed feed rate exacerbates the turbulen
t mixing problerm; in the riser 
tube feed zone. There must be a AP balance over 
the entire bed and riser and 
therefore a limit on the amount of fluidizing so
lvent which leaks up the riser. 
However, leakage problems proved prohibitive 
for operation of the Lehigh 
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Figure 2-1: Diagram of an MSFB with an internal riser 
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INTERNAL 
RISER 
s 
Figure 2-2: 
RISER 
~~~---i--- FEED 
STREAM 
SOLVENT 
FLUIDIZING 
FEED, S 
s 
Internal nser feed section with resulting roll cells and 
eddy turbulence 
University MSFB internal riser configuration. 
Solids concentration in the riser tube does not remain constant, as is the 
case with the external riser. The riser solids concentration fluctuates somewhat, 
causing a fluctuation in the pressure drop over the length of the riser tube. 
The leakage of bed fluidizing solvent into the riser fluctuates m response. These 
fluctuations are most likely caused by turbulence near the riser entrance and 
tend to cause the internal riser to clog with particles and cease operation. 
Riser clogging was found to be a common occurrence with the internal riser 
design. 
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2.1.2 External rlaer 
The external riser design is vastly superior· to the internal m
er design. 
There is no reduction· in available now area associated wit
h external riser 
operation. Therefore, it is possible to install as many externa
l riser tubes 118 
desired, the only limitation being the area of the distributor p
late. The rlSN 
instrumentation is readily accessible for service. Pres1rnrf' pulse 
equipment, u11ed 
to clear riser clogs, may be installed without regard for 
the· volumetric 
displacement of the equipment or column flow obstruction, far.t
ors which would 
be prohibitive with an internal nser. 
In contrast with internal riser operation, the particle11 flow do
wn into thf' 
,/ 
riser tube (see Figure 1-2). Since the flow direction at the r111er PntrancP
 111 
opposite that of the fluidizing solvent in thf' bed; leakagp i8 m
odest . roughly 
one third of the solvent flow rate in the bed (see Table 1-1). 
Observation of flow from the bed into the riser indicates that
 all of the 
solvent feed to the riser tube goes up the riser; no riser feed b
acks up into the 
bed. Consequently, the volumetric solids recirculation rn.tf' is 
ea1:1ily controllt>d 
and independent of column operating conditions. , 
The external riser does clog occasionally. A pressure pulse ge
nerated by 
squeezing a flexible section of the riser tubing three. or four t
imes unclogs the 
riser and allows normal operation to resume. DUf to flow 
obstruction and 
accessibility considerations, this solution is generally not applic
able to internal 
riser clogging. 
Within the liquid phase region of the phase diagram, the flow d
isturbanceH 
above the distributor plate caused by flow into the riser are 
negligible. The 
strongest evidence for the liquid phase stability of the MSF
B external m1er 
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design is the phase diagram itself {see equation (2.1)). 
The phase diagram indicates the upper (ur) and lower (umin) column f
low 
rates allowed for bed stability in the fluidized region fo
r any given magnetic 
field strength I IO] I 11] '12]. The phase diagram was generated by observing the 
stability of a fluidized fixed bed, i.e. a stabilized 
bed with no solids 
recirculation. The fluidized fixed bed was considered to b
e a stable liquid if no 
particle motion was observable anywhere in the bed. 
Fixed bed operation is the most stable operation possi
ble in terms of 
particle mixing. An increase in the solids recirculation 
rate will decrease thr 
fluidizing flow rate for Liquid-gas phase transition. How
ever, increasing the 
particle recirculation rate adds particle velocity to the 
fluidizing velocity to 
obtain the relative solid-liquid slip velocity ( uR) with recirculation 
(2.1} 
That there is no significant difference between u~ with so
lids recirculation 
and ur without solids recirculation indicates that externa
l riser operation does 
not significantly reduce bed stability in the liquid phase 114]. The relative solid-
liquid transition velocity does not change with increase
d solids recirculation. 
The liquid velocity for transition to instability does nece
ssarily decrease with 
increasing particle recirculation, however. 
Note that transition velocity is difficult to determine w
hile particles are 
recirculating. This is because rather than observing any 
motion at all, as with 
a fixed bed, one must observe differences in particle ve
locity throughout the 
bed. Any particle velocity {up) variation will be observable immediatel
y above 
the distributor plate; if a roll cell has formed, up will be 
greater above the 
plate than throughout the rest of the bed. 
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2.2 Results Using the External Riser Design 
The axial dispersion was found to decrease w
ith fluidizing flow rate at 
constant field strength (see Figure 2-3 and Table 2-1 ). Increa
sing field strength 
al constant fluidizing flow rate results in 
a linear increase in the axial 
dispersion (see Figure 2-4 and Table 2-2). Operating al ve
ry low field strengths 
may result in increased mixing due to understab
ilization in some sections of the 
bed. It is best to use a safety margin in the
 applied field strength to assure 
proper stabilization. The minimum constant fie
ld axial dispersion, D : 0.0245 
cm 2/s, was obtained at 20 Gauss and u min 
For uniform magnetic field operation, axial dispersion 1s 
minimized by 
operating at u with the field at the lowest 
strength which will stabilize the 
min 
bed. The following chapter discusses methods f
or improving operation at higher 
flow rates. 
Dispersion 
Coefficient, D 
(crn2/s) 
0.140 
0.101 
0.083 
0.104 
0.130 
Superficial 
Fluidizing 
Velocity, u 
(cm/s) 
0.060 
0.067 
~~:---·--
0.093 
0.109 
Table 2-1: Dispersion coefficient as a functio
n of column fluidizing 
flow rate at 80 Gauss. Data for Figure 2-3. 
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Magnetic 
Dispersion Field 
Coefficient, D Strength, B 
(cm2 /s) (Gauss) 
0.033 10 
0.025 20 
0.064 40 
0.097 60 
0.140 80 
Table 2-2: Dispersion coefficient as a function of magnetic field 
strength at u :::::: 0.058 cm/s. Data for Figure 2-4. 
min 
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S.1 Theory 
Chapter 3 
Intermittent Field Operation 
Bed stability Is related to relative solid-liquid velocity and t
o magnetic 
field strength. The magnetic field acts to stabilize the bed. 
The particles are 
magnetized by the applied field and tend to align themselves in
to chains due to 
dipole interaction. /I) The stronger the field, the greater is the tendency for th
e 
particles to chain. 
The fluidizing solvent stream exert!I viscous force on tbe part
icleH whkh 
acts to destabilize the bed. In ordinary liquid phase operation
, the vi!lcous and 
dipole forces counteract· each other, the result being a uniform stab.ilized bed
, 
i.e. a bed without any particle alignment. 
One might assume that it would be possible to increase th
e fluidizing 
velocity to any desired level simply by increasing the strength
 of the magnetic 
field c:orrespondingly. Unfortunately, this is not true. At high
er field strengths, 
localized particle chaining tendencies cannot be offset by visco
us destabilization 
and the bed becomes non-uniformly overstabilized. That is, som
e sections of the 
bed become overstabilized while other sections remain in a p
roperly stabilized 
state. An increase in fluidization velocity would result in she
aring of the ·bed. 
This effect is similar to an avalanche of a section of the bed. 
There is another way to destabilize the bed. Briefly turni
ng off the 
magnetic field will ailow the viscous forces to eliminate any pa
rticle chains and 
randomize the bed. If the pulse is of the ·proper duration it is possib
le to make 
the bed uniform without allowing a significant amount 
of axial solids 
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backmixing to occur. This pulaing of the magnetic field ·1s 
referred Lo as 
Intermittent Magnetic Field {IMF) operation. j l J If th,• pulse 111 not ,rnfficiently 
brief, substantial solids backmixing will occur and the axia
l dispersion will 
increase dramatically. 
The time coni1tant, r, and capacitance, L, of th,· solenoi
d are very 
important parameters. The time constant ii; exponentially re
latt•d to thr field 
strength, B, at any tirnt• aftn ttw fi1·ld is turned off by 
B 
(3.1) 
Th«· field strl'ngth 111uP11.'1ei; aftn tl11· r1111g11etir field IH t1m11>d on 1
1rrording 
to 
µ0 nV 
B - -- (i e tfr). 
.R 
(3.2) 
If the time constant is too great, the rate of field decay and 
regeneration 
1s too slow. The bed will have to be operated using an off pulse so short that 
the field strength does not ever decay significantly. Viscous fo
rces will act on a 
bed which iH not completely dn1tabilized. The reHult iH that
 the• bed will be: 
only partially randomized and axial mixing will not have been
 minimized; some 
bed · non-uniformity will remain. At reduced fluidizing flow ra
tes, v·iscous forces 
are significantly lower. Therefore, the value of 1 becomes less 
critical as .longer 
off tirne8 are necessary for bed destabilization. 
Bellows states that a time constant of approximately 0. J 8 or less will 
allow ,rnfficiently rapid o.n and off transients. Rapid transients are desirablt\ to 
minimize solids backrnixing. iJ J The Lehigh Univer8ity MSFB time constant wa1:1 
determined to be 1 ~ 0.05s. The solenoid inductance. its obtained from f J J 
L = µ0 N n A 
(S.S) 
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from which the field time constant is obtained as
 
L 
1 = R = 0.05 ,. (3.4) 
Table 3-1 shows the on field strength transient 
for the Lehigh University 
MSFB. 
Table 3-1: Magnetic field on transient response 
Percent 
Field 
Strength time(ser) 
10 0.005 
20 0.011 
30 0.018 
40 0.026 
50 0.035 
60 0.046 
70 0.060 
80 0.080 
90 0.115 
99 0.230 
Note that the field takes O.ls to reach ninety 
percent of fuJJ strength. 
The field does not turn off and on as a step function but requ
ires a finite time 
interval. 
Short off pulses destabilized the bed without significant axial m
1xmg. For 
longer off pulses, an increase in mixing counteracted any favo
rable destabilizing 
effects. 
3.2 IMF Timing Cycles 
Two types of IMF operation were studied at Leh
igh University: 
• Uniform IMF - The magnets are all pulsed as 
one unit. 
• Non-uniform IMF - The Magnets are pulsed ind
ividually or m groups. 
Various pulsing cycles and waves have been studie
d. 
The different IMF cycles are discussed below. 
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IMF 
All magnets are pulsed off simultaneously. 
Non-uniform IMF Operation 
Three non-uniform IMF cycles were attempted: Pulse!, Pulse2, and Pulse3 
r, 
(refer to Figures 3-1 and 3-2 for timing diagrams of these cycles). 
Magnet 
Pair 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Magnet 
Pair 
1 
2 
3 
4 
ON OFF 
Figure 8-1: Pulse2: Timing Diagram 
ON OFF ON 
~ 
OVERLAP 
Figure 3-2: Pulse3: Timing Diagram 
ON 
Pulse2 pulses the magnets off in pairs starting at the column base and 
propagating an off wave to the column top (see Figure 3-1). Pulsel propagates 
an identical wave in the opposite direction. 
Pulse3 is similar to Pulse2 ( see 
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Figure 3-2). In Pulse3, however, the off pulses of the magnet pairs overlap, the 
overlap time being equal to one-half the duration of the off pulse. 
µMAC interfacing programs are listed in the appendix. 
3.3 IMF Results 
For each IMF studied, the on/off pulse timing, magnetic field strength and 
fluidizing flow rate have been optimized. Magnetic wave pulses
 were propagated 
by pulsing magnets in groups of two. Pulsing the magnets in
dividually did not 
reduce dispersion because the magnetic field was maintained by
 the magnets on 
either side of the individual magnet which was pulsed off. Pulsing in groups of 
three did not seem practical since a wave could not be we
ll simulated with 
eight magnets under individual control. 
8.8.1 Uniform IMF Operation 
Relative dispersion minima were observed for a senes of on ti
mes at field 
strengths of 20, 40, and 80 Gauss {see Figures 3-3 - 3-5 and Tables 3-2 - 3-4
). 
The absolute J minimum uniform IMF dispersion, D = 0.0
136 cm2 /s, was 
observed at a field strength of 40 Gauss {see Figure 3-6 and Table 3-5). T
he 
optimum fluidizing velocity for uniform IMF was umin. 
Only one operating cycle at 20 Gauss provided useful data 
{see Figure 
3-6). All other timing cycles produced roll cells which negated any chance 
to 
numerically analyze the tracer response curve. Th
e minimum dispersion 
coefficient determined at 20 Gauss and u was D = 0.0245 cm
2/s. 
mm 
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S.S.2 Non-uniform IMF Operation 
Pulsel 
No difference was observed between Pulse 1 and Pulse2 ( see Pulse2 below
). 
Pulse2 
Dispersion was studied at a field strength of 80 Gauss a
nd flowrate u~. 
Optimization at 80 Gauss/u and 40 Gauss/u wa
s deemed unnecessary 
min min 
since dispersion was found to be significantly greater t
han for uniform IMF 
operation. The lowest dispersion obtained was D ~ 0.0529 rm
2 /s (set' Figure 
3-7 and Table 3-6). 
Pulses 
The lowest dispersion obtained using Pulse3 was D =
 0.0136 rm2/s. 
Figures 3-8 - 3-10 (Tables 3-7 - 3-9) show the dispersion for variou
s on/off 
cycles at field strengths of 40 and 80 Gauss. Figure 3
-11 compares the best 
curve at each flow rate and field strength. The best Puls
e3 operation is at the 
lower field strength and at u . . min 
3.4 Discussion of IMF Results 
The three cycles IMF, Pulse2, and Pulse3 are compared
 in Figure 3-12. 
The lowest dispersion is obtained using the group pulse 
IMF at 40 Gauss and 
u . . The minimum Pulse3 dispersion is identical to 
that obtained using a 
m,n 
uniform IMF. Using Pulse2 results in dispersion which 
is approximately four 
times greater than with IMF or Pulse3. 
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Figure 3-9: Pulse3 Operation at 80 Gauss, u; 
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Figure 3-10: Pulse3 Operation at 40 Gauss, u . min 0.054 cm/s
, 
up = 0.031 cm/s 
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Figure 3-12: Comparison of Optimum Operating Cycles 
For IMF, Pulse2, and Pulse3 Operation 
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Dispersion Timing Cycle 
Coefficient, D Ion time/ off time] 
(cm2 /s) {s) 
0.0176 15/.05 
0.0139 15/.1 
0.0166 15/.2 
0.0162 15/.4 
0.0138 25/.2 
0.0136 25/.4 
0.0150 25/.6 
0.0180 50/.1 
0.0151 50/.2 
0.0173 50/.4 
0.0179 50/.6 
0.0171 75/.2 
0.0154 75/.4 
0.0188 75/.6 
Table 8-2: IMF Operation at 40 Gauss, u .. min 
Data for Figure 3-3. 
Dispersion Timing Cycle 
Coefficient, D Ion time/of/ time] 
(cm2/s) (s) 
0.0866 25/.05 
0.0497 25/.1 
0.1012 25/.2 
0.0555 50/.1 
0.0531 50/.2 
0.0314 50/.4 
0.0640 50/.6 
0.0619 75/.05 
0.0358 75/.1 
0.0740 75/.2 
Table 8-8: IMF Operation at 80 Gauss, u;.. 
Data for Figure 3-4. 
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Field 
Strength 
(Gauss) 
20 
20 
20 
40 
40 
40 
80 
80 
80 
80 
80 
80 
80 
80 
Dispersion Timing Cycle 
Coefficient, D Ion time/ off time] 
(cm2 /s) (s) 
0.0343 25/.2 
0.0305 25/.4 
0.0409 25/.6 
0.0186 50/.2 
0.0138 50/.3 
0.0230 50/.4 
0.0361 50/.6 
0.0325 75/.2 
0.0311 75/.4 
0.0397 75/.6 
Table S-4: IMF operation at 80 Gauss, u . min 
Data for Figure 3-5. 
Dispersion 
Fluidizing Coefficient, Timing Cycle 
Velocity D I on time/ off timeJ 
(cm/s) (cm2 /s) (s) 
0.051 0.0303 25/.05 
0.051 0.0220 25/.1 
0.051 0.0567 25/.2 
0.054 0.0138 25/.2 
0.054 0.0136 25/.4 
0.054 0.0150 25/.6 
0.060 0.0186 50/.2 
0.060 0.0138 50/.3 
0.060 0.0230 50/.4 
0.060 0.0361 50/.6 
0.093 0.0555 50/.1 
0.093 0.0531 50/.2 
0.093 0.0314 50/.4 
0.093 0.0640 50/.6 
Table 3-5: Optimum IMF operation at 20, 40, and 80 Gauss. 
Data for Figure 3-6. 
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. ....._ .... "' 
Dispersion 
Coefficient, D 
(cm2 /s) 
0.0732 
0.0576 
0.0787 
0.139 
0.089 
0.068 
0.111 
0.073 
0.053 
0.066 
Table 3-6: 
Dispersion 
Coefficient, D 
(cm2 /s) 
0.037 
0.031 
0.033 
0.020 
0.017 
0.028 
0.058 
0.032 
0.035 
Table 8-7: 
Timing Cycle 
[on time/off time] 
(s) 
15/.05 
15/.1 
15/.2 
25/.1 
25/.2 
25/.4 
25/.6 
50/.1 
50/.2 
50/.4 
Pulse2 operation at 80 Gauss, u;. 
Data for Figure 3-7. 
Timing Cycle 
[on time/ off time] 
(s) 
15/.2 
15/.4 
15/.6 
25/.2 
25/.4 
25/.6 
50/.2 
50/.4 
50/.6 
Pulse3 operation at 80 Gauss, u .. min 
Data for Figure 3-8. 
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Dispersion Timing Cycle 
Coefficient, D Ion time/ off time] 
(cm2 /s) (s) 
0.055 15/.04 
0.026 15 /.1 
0.079 15/.2 
0.137 15/.4 
0.104 25/.04 
0.083 25/.1 
0.065 25/.2 
0.088 25/.4 
0.085 50/.04 
0.043 50/.1 
0.085 50/.2 
0.111 50/.4 
Table 3-8: Pulse3 operation at 80 Gauss, u~. 
Data for Figure 3-9. 
Dispersion Timing Cycle 
Coefficient, D Ion time/ off time] 
(cm2 /s) (s) 
0.017 10/.2 
0.016 10/.4 
0.020 10/.6 
0.0159 25/.2 
0.0136 25/.4 
0.0143 25/.6 
0.0168 50/.2 
0.0159 50/.4 
0.0143 50/.6 
0.0180 50/.8 
0.0171 75/.2 
0.0152 75/.4 
0.0162 75/.6 
Table S-9: Pulse3 operation at 40 Gauss, u .. min Da
ta for Figure 3-10. 
·-' Chapter 4 
Conclusions 
The use of an intermittent magnetic field for operation of the Lehigh 
University MSFB resulted in a forty-five percent decrease in axial dispersion in 
the bed relative to the optimum continuous field operation and a seventy-nine 
percent decrease relative to continuous field operation at the optimum IMF field 
strength. The lowest dispersion was obtained using a uniform IMF at low field 
strength and low fluidizing flow rate ( see Figure 3-12 and Tables 3-5, 3-6, and 
3-9). Propagation of an off pulse wave through the bed resulted in a dispersion 
reduhion equal to that obtained using uniform IMF, in which all magnets were 
pulsed together. 
An optimum field strength was found to exist since the field must be 
strong enough to assure uniform bed stability ( see Figure 3-6 and Table 3-5). 
Dispersion is minimized by operating at u . with an intermittent magnetic m,n 
field. 
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Appendix A 
Appendix 
A.I Plnte Specificntions 
MOTT Metallurgical Company Distributor Plate 
1/8 inch thick, 5µ passages 
sintered stainless steel 
A.2 Pnrticle Specifications 
Bulk density -= 1.53 g/cm3 
Particle (empty) density ::..: 2. 79 g/ cm3 
Particle (filled with water} density = 3.10 g/cm:i 
Porosity = 0.32 g/cm3 
Average particle shape: ~ = 0.83 
Average particle diameter = 240 µ 
Elemental Analysis (weight percent}: 
Fe, Cr - 43.7 
Si - 12.5 
Al - 7.3 
0 - 3.7 
Table A-1: Particle composition 
The material is nominally 60/140 mesh composed of 50:30:20 stainless 
steel: sodium bentonite: Avery clay and rotary kilned at 1650°F. 
SM6-1407 
Mesh weight percent 
40 0.02 
60 0.11 
80 22.2 - 24.4 
100 25.7-26.3 
140 38.4 - 41.6 
200 9.76 
200+ 0.70 
Table A-2: Particle size distribution 
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A.3 Program Listings 
The following pages contain listings of the analysis program PECLET and 
of the PC - µMAC interfacing programs UMAC, IMF, PULSEl, PULSE2, and 
PULSE3. 
60 
il_'· ,,_/ ........ , ~ \ 
Program: PECLET 
USER,*. 
PAGES,N,20. 
PLOTS(l6000). 
FETCH,RUN78. 
FTN5,P0-6,LO•S/-A. 
LGO. 
STORE,PLOT. 
,. 
fEOR PROGRAM PEC(INPUT,OUTPUT,RUN78,TAPEl•RUN78,TAPE2•0UTPUT) 
DIMENSION X(317),Y(2,317) 
DIMENSION PP(2,317),A(2,6),P(2,317) 
DIMENSION XBAR(2), XG(l05) ,YG(2,105),PPG(2,105) 
DIMENSION SIG2(2} 
DIMENSION XINT(2),KC(2) 
DIMENSION TBAR(2) ,Q(2),R(2) 
REAL MASS (2) 
C DIMENSION GRAPH MATRICES XG, YG, PPG - INTEGER(LINES/3) 
DATA ((A(I,J) ,J•l,6) ,I•l,2) 
+/-3.1878,-1.5993,0.3097, 
+-0.0338,0.001389,-0.00001689, 
+ -3.1878,-1.5993,0.3097, 
+ -0.0338,0.001389,-0.00001689 
+ I 
IFLAG•O 
LINES•317 
KOUNT•l 
N•LINES/KOUNT 
DO 100 Ial,N 
SUMA•O. 
SUMB•O. 
DO 200 J•l,KOUNT 
READ(l,111) IC,ID,E,AA,B 
111 FORMAT(I2,2X,I2,2X,Fl0,7,F5.2,llX,F5,2) 
XIC .. IC 
XID • ID 
IF (IFLAG.EQ.O} THEN 
CLK0•60.*XIC+l,*XID+O.Ol6667*E 
IFLAG•l 
ENDIF 
SUMA•SUMA+AA 
SUMB•SUMB+B 
200 CONTINUE 
X(I)•60.*XIC+l.*XID+0,016667*E-CLJCO 
XKOUNT • KOUNT 
Y(2,I)aSUMA/XKOUNT 
Y(l,I)sSUMB/XKOUNT 
100 CONTINUE 
DO 300 K•l,2 
KC(K)•O 
MASS(K)•O, 
DO 400 J•l,N 
IF(Y(K,J),LT,8,)KC(K)al 
P(K,J)•O, 
DO 500 Ial,6 
P(K,J)•P(K,J)+A(K,I)*Y(K,J)**(I-1) 
500 CONTINUE 
PP(K,J)•EXP(P(K,J)) 
IF(Y(l,l)-Y(l,J),LT,0,6)PP(l,J)•O, 
IF(Y(2,l)-Y(2,J),LT,0,3)PP(2,J)•O. 
IF(KC(K),EQ,l,AND,PP(K,J).LT,l,E-5)KC(K)s2 
IF(KC(K) ,EQ,2)PP(K,J)•O, 
Program: PECLET (continued) 
400 CONTINUE 
300 CONTINUE 
C 
00 575 K•l,2 
Q(K)•O, 
R(K)•O. 
SIG2(K)•O. 
575 CONTINUE 
00 700 K•l,2 
00 800 J•l,N 
Q(K)•Q(K)+X(J)*PP(K,J) 
R(K)•R(K)+PP(K,J) 
BOO CONTINUE 
TBAR(K)•Q(K)/R(K) 
700 CONTINUE 
00 900 K•l,2 
DO 950 J•l,N 
SIG2(K)•SIG2(K)+((X(J)-TBAR(K))**2*PP(K,J)) 
950 CONTINUE 
6IG2(K)•SIG2(K)/R(K) 
900 CONTINUE 
PE•2,*(TBAR(2)-TBAR(l))**2/(SIG2(2)-SIG2(1)) 
WRITE(2,555)PE 
555 FORMAT(/,lX, 'THE PECLET NUMBER IS',FB.2) 
WRITE(2,999) (MASS(K) ,K•l,2) 
999 FORMAT(lX, 'MASS B - B0TTOM=',Fl0.5,5X, 'MASS A - TOP PROBE=' ,Fl0.5) 
WRITE(2,1020)TBAR(l) ,TBAR(2),SIG2(1),SIG2(2) 
WRITE(2,1020)Q(l) ,Q(2) ,R(l) ,R(2) 
1020 FORMAT(/,4Fl0.4) 
C 
C 
C 
C PLOT ROUTINE 
C 
C PLOT ROUTINE 
Lml 
KOUNT • 3 
M .. LINES/KOUNT 
DO 1010 I•l,M 
Ll•L+l 
L2•L+2 
DO 1000 K • 1,2 
PPG(K,I)•(PP(K,L)+PP(K,Ll)+PP(K,L2))/3. 
YG(K,I)•(Y(K,L)+Y(K,Ll)+Y(K,L2))/3. 
1000 CONTINUE 
XG(I)•X(L) 
L-L+J 
1010 CONTINUE 
CALL QIKSAX(3,3) 
CALL QIKSET(6.,0.,13,,8,,0,,l,75) 
CALL QIKPLT(XG,YG,M,11H*TIME(MIN)*,6H*CONC*, 
+lOH*FIGURE *,-102) 
CALL QIKSAX(J,3) 
CALL QIKSET(6,,0,,1J,,8,,0,,0,0006) 
CALL QIKPLT(XG,PPG,M,11H*TIME(MIN)*,6H*CONC*, 
+lOH*FIGURE *,-102) 
WRITE(2,1050) 
1050 FORMAT(/,lX,'PLOT OK') 
STOP 
END 
#EOF 
I 
I I 
Interfacing Program: uHACl 
REAL: X,Vl,V2,V3,V4,A,B,C 
REAL: D 
INTEGER: NEWHR,NEWMIN 
REAL: NEWSEC,I 
10 INPUT "ENTER SAMPLING TIME AS SECONDS" X 
20 ZTIMER 
25 FOR I•O TO 7 
30 AOT(I)•lO 
35 NEXT 
40 IF X<TIMER THEN Goto 180 
50 INTYPE(l,6,.1) 
60 LET Vl•AIN ( l) 
70 A•4.98*Vl-5,13 
80 INTYPE(2,6,.l) 
90 LET V2•AIN(2) 
100 B=4.82*V2-4.9 
110 INTYPE(0,6,.1) 
120 LET VJ•AIN(O) 
130 C•l.276*V3-l,21 
140 INTYPE(J,6,.1) 
150 LET V4•AIN(3) 
160 0,,.2.5*V4-2.5 
170 Goto 40 
180 GTIME(NEWHR,NEWMIN,NEWSEC) 
190 PRINT TIME$,A,B,C,D 
200 ZTIMER 
210 Goto 50 
Interfacing Program: IMF 
REALI X,Vl,V2,V3,V4,A,B,C 
REALI D 
INTEGER1 NEWHR,NEWMIN 
REALI NEWSEC,Y,I,T,XOUNT 
5 REM UNIFORM IMP OPERATION 
10 INPUT "ENTER SAMPLING TIME AS SECONDS" X 
' ..,.,, ·~- .. " . :,. 
20 ZTIMER 25 REMY IS THE TIME BETWEEN OFF FULSES, DEFINED AS SOME MULTIPLE OF 
26 REM THE SAMPLING TIME, X 
30 Y•X*5, 
35 KOUNT • l 
40 FOR I•O TO 7 
50 AOT(I)•lO 
60 NEXT 
70 IF Y<KOUNT*TIMER THEN Goto 225 
75 IF X<TIMER THEN Goto 210 
BO INTYPE(l,6,.1) 
90 LET Vl•AIN{l) 
100 A•4.9B*Vl-5.13 
110 INTYPE(2,6,.l) 
120 LET V2•AIN(2) 
130 B-4,B2*V2-4.9 
140 INTYPE(0,6,.1) 
150 LET V3•AIN(O) 
160 C•l,276*V3-l,21 
170 INTYPE(3,6,.l) 
180 LET V4•AIN(3) 
190 0-2,5*V4-2,5 
200 Goto 70 
210 GTIME(NEWHR,NEWMIN,NEWSEC) 
215 ZTIMER 
216 KOUNT-KOUNT+l 
220 PRINT TIME$,A,B,C,D 
221 Goto 80 
225 GTIME(NEWHR,NEWMIN,NEWSEC) 
226 PRINT TIME$,A,B,C,D 
227 REM FULSE MAGNETS OFF 
230 FOR I•O TO 7 
240 AOT(I)•O 
250 NEXT 
259 REM DEFINE DURATION OF OFF FULSE 
260 Wait(0,2) 
265 REM TURN MAGNETS BACK ON 
270 FOR I•O TO 7 
280 AOT(I)•lO 
290 NEXT 
300 ZTIMER 
305 KOUNT • 1 
310 Goto so 
Interfacing Pro~ram: Pulsel 
REALI X,Vl,V2,V3,V4,A,B,C 
REALI D 
INTEGER: NEWHR,NEWMIN 
REAL: NEWSEC,Y,I,T,KOUNT 
10 INPUT "ENTER SAMPLING TIME AB SECONDS" X 
20 ZTIMER 
25 REMY IS THE TIME BETWEEN OFF-PULSES, DEFINED AS SOME MULTIPLE OF 
26 REM THE SAMPLING TIM!, X 
30 Y•X*5 
35 KOUNT • l 
40 FOR I•O TO 7 
50 AOT(I)•lO 
60 NEXT 
70 IF Y<KOUNT*TIMER THEN Goto 225 
75 IF X<TIMER THEN Goto 210 
BO INTYPE(l,6,.1) 
90 LET Vl•AIN(l) 
100 A•4.98*Vl-5.13 
110 INTYPE(2,6,.l) 
120 LET V2•AIN(2) 
130 B-4,82*V2-4.9 
140 INTYPE(0,6,.1) 
150 LET V3•AIN(O) 
160 C•l,276*V3-l,21 
170 INTYPE(3,6, .1) 
180 LET V4•AIN(3) 
190 D•2.5*V4-2,5 
200 Goto 70 
210 GTIME(NEWHR,NEWMIN,NEWSEC) 
215 ZTIMER 
216 KOUNT•KOUNT+l 
220 PRINT TIME$,A,B,C,D 
221 Goto 80 
225 GTIME(NEWHR,NEWMIN,NEWSEC) 
226 PRINT TIME$,A,B,C,D 
230 FOR I• 0 TO 7 STEP 2 
240 AOT(I)•O 
245 AOT(I+l)•O 250 REM DEFINE THE LENGTH OF THE OFF PULSE FOR EACH MAGNET GROUP 
260 Wait(0,2) 
270 AOT(I)•lO 
280 AOT(I+l)•lO 
290 NEXT 
300 ZTIMER 
305 KOUNT • 1 
310 Goto 80 
Interfacing Program: Pulse2 
REALI X,Vl,V2,V3,V4,A,B,C 
REALI D 
INT!G!RI N!WHR,NEWMIN 
REALI NEWB!C,Y,I,T,KOUNT 
5 REM PULS!2 
10 INPUT "ENTER SAMPLING TIME AB SECONDS" X 
20 ZTIMER 25 REMY IS THE TIME BETWEEN OFF-PULSE WAVES DEFINED AS SOME MULTIPLE 
26 REM OF THE SAMPLING TIME, X 
30 Y•X*5, 
35 KOUNT • l 
40 FOR I•O TO 7 
50 AOT(I)•lO 
60 NEXT 
70 IF Y<KOUNT*TIMER THEN Goto 225 
75 IF X<TIMER THEN Goto 210 
80 INTYPE(l,6, ,1) 
90 LET Vl•AIN(l) 
100 A•4.98*Vl-5,13 
110 INTYPE(2,6,.l) 
120 LET V2•AIN(2) 
130 B-4,82*V2-4.9 
140 INTYPE(0,6,.1) 
150 LET V3•AIN(O) 
160 C•l,276*V3-l,21 
170 INTYPE(J, 6 1 .1) 
180 LET V4•AIN(3) 
190 0-2,5*V4-2,5 
200 Goto 70 
210 GTIME(NEWHR,NEWMIN,NEWSEC) 
215 ZTIMER 
216 KOUNT•KOUNT+l 
220 PRINT TIME$,A,B,C,D 
221 Goto 80 
225 GTIME(NEWHR,NEWMIN,NEWSEC) 
226 PRINT TIME$,A,B,C,D 
230 FOR I•6 TOO STEP -2 
240 AOT(I)•O 
245 AOT(I+l)•O 
255 REM DEFINE THE OFF TIME FOR EACH GROUP OF MAGNETS 
260 Wait(0,2) 
270 AOT(I)•lO 
280 AOT(I+l)•lO 
290 NEXT 
300 ZTIMER 
305 KOUNT • l 
310 Goto 80 
Interfacing Program: Pulse] 
REAL: X,Vl,V2,V3,V4,A,B,C 
REAL: D 
INTEGER: NEWHR,NEWMIN 
REAL: NEWSEC,Y,I,T,KOUNT,W 
5 REM PULSE3 
10 INPUT "ENTER SAMPLING TIME AS SECONDS" X 
20 ZTIMER 25 REMY IS THE TIME BETWEEN OFF PULSE WAVES, DEFINED AS SOME MULTIPLE 
26 REM or THE SAMPLING TIME, X 
30 Y•X*3. 
35 KOUNT • 1 
40 FOR I•O TO 7 
50 AOT(I) .. 10 
60 NEXT 
70 IF Y<KOUNT*TIMER THEN Goto 225 
75 IF X<TIMER THEN Goto 210 
BO INTYPE(l,6,.1) 
90 LET Vl•AIN(l) 
100 A•4.9B*Vl-5,13 
110 INTYPE(2,6,.l) 
120 LET V2•AIN(2) 
130 B-4,B2*V2-4,9 
140 INTYPE(0,6,.1) 
150 LET V3•AIN(O) 
160 C•l,276*V3-l.21 
170 INTYPE(3,6,.l) 
180 LET V4sAIN(3) 
190 D=2,5*V4-2,5 
200 Goto 70 
210 GTIME(NEWHR,NEWMIN,NEWSEC) 
215 ZTIMER 
216 KOUNT=KOUNT+l 
220 PRINT TIME$,A,B,C,D 
221 Goto BO 
225 GTIME(NEWHR,NEWMIN,NEWSEC) 
226 PRINT TIME$,A,B,C,D 
230 I=4 
240 AOT(I+3)=0 
245 AOT(I+2)=0 258 REM DEFINE THE OVERLAP TIME OF EACH MAGNET GROUP, THE OVERLAP TIME 
259 REM BEING EQUAL TO HALF OF THE OFF-TIME FOR EACH MAGNET GROUP. 
260 W•,2 
261 WAIT(W) 
262 AOT(I+l)=O 
263 AOT(I)=O 
264 WAIT(W) 
265 FOR !=4 TO 2 STEP -2 
270 AOT(I+3)=10 
280 AOT(I+2)=10 
282 AOT(I-1)-=0 
283 AOT(I-2)=0 
284 WAIT(W) 
285 NEXT 
291 AOT(2)""10 
292 AOT(3)•10 
293 WAIT(W) 
294 AOT(O)•lO 
295 AOT(l)-=10 
300 ZTIMER 
305 KOUNT "' 1 
